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Security Provider API Home
Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) natively supports indexing the content and security permissions of
several external systems: Active Directory, SharePoint, Microsoft Exchange, Sitecore, Lotus Notes,
etc. When it comes to supporting additional systems however, you generally have to develop your
own crawler and security provider.

While developing a security provider may appear more complex than developing a crawler, it is
generally not the case. For this reason, the current section has the goal of teaching you all there is
to know about security providers.

To begin, proceed to .Security Provider Developer Guide
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A security provider plays an important role in the way Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) handles security permissions. It literally acts as a bridge
between the security model of an external system and the way it is represented internally by the CES index.

Overall, it is responsible for many security-critical operations:

Allowing a user to log into a search interface by validating his credentials.
Mapping a user permission to the realm of another security provider (e.g. map a Sitecore permission to an Active Directory permission).
Expanding a group permission found on an indexed document, so that all its members have access to the said document.
Handling well-known groups, which may contain a huge number of users (e.g. the  permission in Active Directory, which mayEveryone
represent millions of users).

Starting from CES 7.0, a new framework was introduced to develop security providers: the Security Provider Framework. Its power and flexibility
can help you meet the needs of almost any existing security model. There are however various technical details to grasp before you can
effectively develop a security provider.

The current guide has the goal of teaching you how to implement a complete security provider. You will also learn how the whole
indexing-securing-mapping loop works:

Introducing the Acme Repository will introduce you to Acme, a repository that we designed specifically for you to understand how a
security provider works.
Indexing the Content of the Acme Repository will show you how to index the documents contained in this repository.
Indexing the Security Permissions of the Acme Repository will really teach you the basic principles behind a security provider. For this
purpose, we prepared two distinct scenarios: one with a single security provider and another with chained security providers. These
scenarios will be accompanied by all the necessary code samples.

Note:
The current guide applies to CES 7.X only. Developing security providers for CES 6.5 is quite different than for CES 7.0, so please refer
to   in the Online Help for more information.Security Provider API

https://developers.coveo.com/display/~bbernard
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~bbernard
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~jhollinger
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~jhollinger
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fdallaire
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fdallaire
https://developers.coveo.com/pages/diffpagesbyversion.action?pageId=917569&selectedPageVersions=9&selectedPageVersions=8
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~fdallaire
https://developers.coveo.com/display/~bbernard
http://onlinehelp.coveo.com/en/ces/6.5/developer/security_providers_api.htm
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For now, you can proceed to the first part,  .Introducing the Acme Repository

Introducing the Acme Repository
The Acme Repository simulates a real-world system for the purpose of demonstrating the various features of the Security Provider
Framework. Just like any other system, it stores documents which are secured to prevent unauthorized access.

Content

The content of the Acme repository is described below:
 

Name Description Examples From the Acme Repository

Document Represents the content that we are actually
interested in. It contains basic metadata
fields as well as security permissions (user,
group or virtual group) which describe who
can access the document.

Private document #1, Private
document #2, etc.

User Represents a native Acme user account. It
has a name, a login name and an email
address.

, , etc.testuser1 testuser2

Group Represents a native Acme user group. It has
a name and it can be further expanded into
its members (comprised of users and
groups).

groupA, groupB, etc.

Virtual Group Represents a native Acme virtual group. A
virtual group cannot be directly expanded, as
it is only a logical container that represents a
certain category of users.

The Acme Repository contains a single
virtual group named  , whichALL_USERS
represents all users registered in the system.

Security model

The security model of the Acme repository is rather simple:

Security permissions are on a single level.
Security permissions can only be used to grant access to a user, group or virtual group. They cannot be used to restrict access. The only
way to restrict access to a document is by omitting a specific security permission.

Web service

The Acme Repository also exposes a public web service which you may be interested to learn more about. To do so, proceed to Using the Acme
.Web Service

Using the Acme Web Service

The Acme Repository exposes a public web service which allows to perform various read-only operations on the repository. Contrary to traditional
systems, this is the only way to retrieve documents; they are neither published nor accessible via a web interface.

The Acme web service is also secured via the use of User Tokens. Each set of credentials has its own unique token. These tokens allow to
simulate some level of security in the Acme repository, meaning that each web service method requires such a token to be passed.

The web service is publicly accessible via this URL: . Its WSDL can be accessed by appendinghttp://services.coveodemo.com/acme/service.asmx
the string  at the end of the URL.?wsdl

Overview of the Acme Web Service Methods

The methods that can be invoked on the web service are described below:

Method Description

GetUserToken Returns a user token for the specified set of credentials.

ValidateUserToken Validates the specified username and token.

GetDocuments Returns all documents which the specified user token has access to.

GetAllUsers Returns all users contained in the repository.

GetAllGroups Returns all groups contained in the repository.

http://services.coveodemo.com/acme/service.asmx
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GetGroupMember Returns all members of the specified group.

Calling a Web Service Method

A web service method can be called using the following steps:

Get a user token by calling  and specifying the required credentials. The available credentials are:GetUserToken

Username Password

admin admin

testuser1 testuser1

testuser2 testuser2

testuser3 testuser3

Call the web service method of your choice by passing the token that you have just retrieved as well as any other required parameter.
Retrieve the data returned in the web service response.

Next steps

Now that you understand how the Acme web service actually works, you can proceed to .Indexing the Content of the Acme Repository

Indexing the Content of the Acme Repository
After playing with the Acme Repository, and especially its web service, you may wonder whether indexing its documents is possible. Well, the
answer is a definitive yes and we prepared a crawler specifically for this purpose. It is named the Acme crawler.

Requirements

Before you can actually use the Acme crawler, make sure that your environment meets the following requirements:

You have a running instance of Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) 7.X
You have a running instance of the Coveo .NET Front-End 12.X

Setting up the Acme crawler

Proceed with the following steps to set up the Acme crawler:

Download the  and copy it to the  folder of CES (typically DLL of the Acme crawler bin C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise
).Search 7\Bin

In the Administration Tool of CES, choose  >  > Configuration Connectors Add.
In the new dialog, enter the following values:

Parameter Value

Name Acme Crawler

Description Crawler for the Acme repository

Assembly Path  [The path to the previously copied DLL, typically C:\Program
Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

]7\Bin\Acme.Crawler.dll

Type Name Acme.Crawler.Crawler

Parameters [Add a parameter of type 'Security Provider' as well as one of
type 'User Identity'. Leave their default values empty.]

Option [Select 'Run in 64 its']

Number of concurrent sources 1

Choose .Apply Changes
Validate that the crawler was successfully created either by looking at the CES Console or the CES index logs (CES Administration

 >  > ). There should be no error message.Tool Logs Index

Setting up an Acme source

The  user has administrative privileges over all documents, meaning that he can read them all, contrary to the other users whoadmin
have a more restricted access.

https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/9928776/Acme.Crawler.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1393366515850&api=v2
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Now that you have installed the Acme crawler, you can create an Acme source by following these steps:

In the Administration Tool of CES, choose  >  >  > .Configuration Security User Identities Add
In the new dialog, enter the following values:

Parameter Value

Name Acme Admin

User admin

Password admin

Choose .Save
Now choose  >  and under the  section, choose .Index Sources and Collections Sources Add
In the new dialog, enter the following values:

Parameter Value

Name Acme Source

Source Type Acme Crawler

Addresses http://services.coveodemo.com/acme/

User Identity [select the previously created identity, namely Acme Admin]

Security Provider (none)

Choose .Save
Now choose  in the left-hand side panel.Permissions
Select . Under , leave  (Active Directory).Specifies the security permissions to index Allowed Users everyone
Choose .Apply Changes
Choose .Rebuild
In the new dialog , choose .Rebuild Acme Source? Yes
Validate that the source was successfully rebuilt either by looking at the CES Console or the CES index logs (  > ). ThereLogs Index
should be no error message.
Validate that you are able to find all indexed documents by running the  query in the search interface.@uri

Next steps

Now that you are able to index the content of the repository, you can proceed to .indexing security permissions

Indexing the Security Permissions of the Acme Repository
By now, you may have figured out that all documents indexed with the Acme source are public. In other words, any Active Directory user has
access to all indexed content. This is clearly not what we want.

What we do want however is honor the real security permissions defined for each document, thus allowing users to log into the search interface
using their native Acme account and find only the documents that they have access to. This is exactly where using a security provider will help us.

This section contains the following topics:

Implementing a Simple Security Provider
Implementing Chained Security Providers

Implementing a Simple Security Provider

Objectives

We prepared a security provider sample that focuses on demonstrating how to:

Allow a user to log into a search interface using his native Acme account (e.g. )testuser1
Define the capabilities of a security provider
Initialize and shut down a security provider
Expand the members of a group
Handle well-known groups

Requirements

Before you can actually develop a simple security provider, you must meet the following requirements:

http://services.coveodemo.com/acme/
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Visual Studio 2010 or 2012 is installed on the same server as Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) 7.X.
The Search Interface can be accessed using the HTTPS protocol. This can be achieved by defining a Site Binding for  in IIS.https

To Compile the Security Provider Sample

Extract the archive  to some directory.Acme.SecurityProvider.zip
Using Visual Studio, open the file  contained inside the extracted folder.Acme.SecurityProvider.sln
If you modified the install location of CES rather than leaving the default one (i.e. C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

), perform the following steps:7\Bin
In Visual Studio, right-click on the  project and choose .Acme.SecurityProvider Properties
Choose the  tab.Build
Modify the  of the project such that it points to the  folder of CES.Output path bin
Save the changes made to the project.
Close the project properties window.
Go under the  node of the project.References
Fix all references to these DLLs so that they point to their new location:

Coveo.Cdf.Nodes.dll
Coveo.CES.SecurityProviders.Framework.dll
Coveo.Cmf.dll
Coveo.CNL.dll
Coveo.CSP.dll
Coveo.CSP.ObjectDefinition.dll

Build the solution.
Validate that there is no compilation error and that the file  was generated under the  folder of CES.Acme.SecurityProvider.dll bin

To Set up the Security Provider in CES

In the Administration Tool of CES, choose  >  >  > .Configuration Security Security Providers Add
In the new dialog, enter the following values:

Parameter Value

Name Acme Security Provider

Security Provider Type Acme (x64)

User Identity [select the previously created identity, namely 'Acme Admin']

Base Server URL http://services.coveodemo.com/acme/

Choose .Save
Validate that the security provider was successfully created either by looking at the CES Console or the CES index logs (CES

 >  > ). There should be no error message.Administration Tool Logs Index

To Index the Security Permissions of the Acme Repository Using the Acme Security Provider

In the Administration Tool of CES, choose  >  and edit your source named .Index Sources and Collections Acme Source
Choose  in the left-hand side panel.Permissions
Select  in the right-hand side panel.Index security permissions
Choose .Apply Changes
Choose  in the left-hand side panel.General
Select  for the Security Provider parameter.Acme Security Provider
Choose .Apply Changes
Choose .Rebuild
In the new dialog , choose .Rebuild Acme Source? Yes
Validate that the source was successfully rebuilt either by looking at the CES Console or the CES index logs (  > ). ThereLogs Index
should be no error message.
Validate that you are not able to find any indexed document by running the  query in the search interface.@uri

To Find the Now Secured Documents In The Search Interface

Access the CES Search Interface using the HTTPS protocol (typically /).https://server:8080
In the Search Interface, choose  > .Do more Edit this Interface
Under the Search Interfaces tab, choose  >  > Add New.Advanced Security Provider
In the new dialog, enter the following values:

Parameter Value

By default, a Search Interface logs you in using your Active Directory account. Since documents are secured using Acme
security permissions, you should instead log in using an Acme account. Proceed to the next steps to learn more on this matter.

https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/9928782/Acme.SecurityProvider.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1393366556177&api=v2
http://services.coveodemo.com/acme/
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Title Acme Security Provider (Native Credentials)

Security Provider Acme Security Provider

Choose OK.
Close the window.
Now reload your search interface.
In the upper-right corner, choose the small  >  (Acme Security Provider (Native Credentials)).Lock icon Login
In the new dialog, enter the following credentials:

Field Value

Username testuser1

Password testuser1

Choose Login.
Validate that no error is displayed in the Login dialog.
Validate that you are now able to find the following secured documents by running the  query in the search interface:@uri

Public document: access granted through the well-known group , which contains all users registered in the AcmeALL_USERS
Repository, including .testuser1
Private document #1: access granted through the group , which contains .groupA testuser1

Understanding the Components of the Acme Security Provider

The Acme Security Provider is composed of the following building blocks:

Class Description

AcmeSecurityProvider Inherits from . It implements the methodsSecurityProviderBase
most commonly used by a security provider.

AcmeSecurityProviderBladeFactory Implements . This class will be called automaticallyIBladeFactory
by the Security Provider Framework to create an instance of AcmeSe

. This instance of  willcurityProvider AcmeSecurityProvider
live inside what is called a "blade", or in other words a separate
process ( ). Coveo.Cdf.NodeProcess.exe AcmeSecurityProvid

 also defines the parameters which will beerBladeFactory
available on the security provider.

Configuration Validates and stores the parameters associated with the security
provider.

PermissionDefinitions Holds constants related to security permissions.

 

The  class is really where most of the work is done. It implements the following methods:AcmeSecurityProvider

Method Description

GetCapabilities Defines the methods implemented by this security provider: GetMemb
, ,  and ers GetMappings GetWellKnownGroupsForUser LoginU
.ser

InitSecurityProvider Creates a container to hold the security provider parameters as well
as a web service client instance when the security provider is
initialized.

ShutdownSecurityProvider Releases the web service client instance when the security provider
is shut down.

LoginUser Validates the credentials entered by the user in the search interface
and retrieves a corresponding token. Users can log in using their
native Acme logon (e.g. ).testuser1

ValidateCurrentSession Validates that the user is still allowed to perform queries using the
credentials that he provided and the token that he retrieved.
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GetMappings Does nothing. Users who log into the search interface can already do
so using their native Acme logon (e.g. ), so there is notestuser1
need to map this logon to any other identity. Note that GetMappings
really becomes useful when you have .chained security providers

GetMembers Expands the groups found on indexed documents. The result is a list
of members (users and groups).

GetWellKnownGroupsForUser Specifies  as the only well-known group associated withALL_USERS
every Acme user.

 

To have an even better understanding of how the sample works, you can:

Read code comments carefully, as they reveal many important details concerning the inner workings of the security provider.
Insert breakpoints in the different methods of the security provider, attach to the  process using theCoveo.Cdf.NodeProcess.exe
Visual Studio debugger and trace the various methods calls during an expansion of the security cache (you can force this
expansion under  >  >  (System State) > ).CES Administration Tool Status See more Update Cache Now

Next steps

Now that you know how to implement a basic security provider, you are ready to learn how to .implement chained security providers

Implementing Chained Security Providers

Now that you understand how to , you are ready to learn how to implement chained security providers, i.e. aimplement a simple security provider
scenario where one security provider maps its users and groups to a second security provider.

Objectives

We prepared two security provider samples that focus on demonstrating how to:

Allow a user to log into a search interface using his Acme email address (e.g.  )testuser1@acme.com
Map security permissions from one security provider to a second security provider (e.g. testuser1 ->  )testuser1@acme.com
Map well-known groups in this context.
Define security provider requirements.

Requirements

Before you can actually develop chained security providers, you must meet the following requirements:

Visual Studio 2010 or 2012 is installed on the same server as Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) 7.X.
The Search Interface can be accessed using the HTTPS protocol. This can be achieved by defining a Site Binding for  in IIS.https

To Compile the Email Security Provider Sample

Extract the archive  to some directory.Email.SecurityProvider.zip
Using Visual Studio, open the file  contained inside the extracted folder.Email.SecurityProvider.sln
If you modified the install location of CES rather than leaving the default one (i.e. C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

), perform the following steps:7\Bin
In Visual Studio, right-click on the  project and choose .Email.SecurityProvider Properties
Choose the  tab.Build
Modify the  of the project such that it points to the  folder of CES.Output path bin
Save the changes made to the project.
Close the project properties window.
Go under the  node of the project.References
Fix all references to these DLLs so that they point to their new location:

Coveo.Cdf.Nodes.dll
Coveo.CES.SecurityProviders.Framework.dll
Coveo.Cmf.dll
Coveo.CNL.dll
Coveo.CSP.dll
Coveo.CSP.ObjectDefinition.dll

Build the solution.
Validate that there is no compilation error and that the file  was generated under the  folder ofEmail.SecurityProvider.dll bin
CES.

To Compile the Acme Security Provider V2 Sample

Extract the archive  to some directory.Acme.SecurityProvider.V2.zip
Using Visual Studio, open the file  contained inside the extracted folder.Acme.SecurityProvider.V2.sln
If you modified the install location of CES rather than leaving the default one (i.e. C:\Program Files\Coveo Enterprise Search

), perform the following steps:7\Bin

https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/9928801/Email.SecurityProvider.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1393366597423&api=v2
https://developers.coveo.com/download/attachments/9928801/Acme.SecurityProvider.V2.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1393366620637&api=v2
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In Visual Studio, right-click on the  project and choose .Acme.SecurityProvider.V2 Properties
Choose the  tab.Build
Modify the  of the project such that it points to the  folder of CES.Output path bin
Save the changes made to the project.
Close the project properties window.
Go under the  node of the project.References
Fix all references to these DLLs so that they point to their new location:

Coveo.Cdf.Nodes.dll
Coveo.CES.SecurityProviders.Framework.dll
Coveo.Cmf.dll
Coveo.CNL.dll
Coveo.CSP.dll
Coveo.CSP.ObjectDefinition.dll

Build the solution.
Validate that there is no compilation error and that the file  was generated under the  folder ofAcme.SecurityProvider.V2.dll bin
CES.

To Set up the Email Security Provider in CES

In the Administration Tool of CES, choose  >  >  > .Configuration Security Security Providers Add
In the new dialog, enter the following values:

Parameter Value

Name Custom Email Security Provider

Security Provider Type CustomEmail (x64)

User Identity (none)

Choose Apply Changes.
Validate that the security provider was successfully created either by looking at the CES Console or the CES index logs (CES

 >  > ).Administration Tool Logs Index

To Set up the Acme Security Provider V2 in CES

In the Administration Tool of CES, choose  >  >  > .Configuration Security Security Providers Add
In the new dialog, enter the following values:

Parameter Value

Name Acme Security Provider V2

Security Provider Type Acme (x64)

User Identity [select the previously created identity, namely 'Acme Admin']

Base Server URL http://services.coveodemo.com/acme/

Email Domain Name acme.com

Security Provider Custom Email Security Provider

Choose Apply Changes.
Validate that the security provider was successfully created either by looking at the CES Console or the CES index logs (CES

 >  > ). There should be no error message.Administration Tool Logs Index

To Index the Security Permissions of the Acme Repository Using the Chained Security Providers

In the Administration Tool of CES, choose  >  and edit your source named .Index Sources and Collections Acme Source
Choose  in the left-hand side panel.Permissions
Select  in the right-hand side panel.Index security permissions
Choose .Apply Changes
Choose  in the left-hand side panel.General
Select  for the Security Provider parameter.Acme Security Provider V2
Choose .Apply Changes
Choose .Rebuild
In the new dialog , choose .Rebuild Acme Source? Yes

Note:
There is already a security provider of type  in CES by default, but it is reserved for completely other purposes. SoEmail
beware not to mix them up.

http://services.coveodemo.com/acme/
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Validate that the source was successfully rebuilt either by looking at the CES Console or the CES index logs (  > ). ThereLogs Index
should be no error message.
Validate that you are not able to find any indexed document by running the  query in the search interface.@uri

To Find the Now Secured Documents In The Search Interface

Access the CES Search Interface using the HTTPS protocol (typically  /).https://server:8080
In the Search Interface, choose  > .Do more Edit this Interface
Under the Search Interfaces tab, choose  >  > .Advanced Security Provider Add New
In the new dialog, enter the following values:

Parameter Value

Title Custom Email Security Provider (Email Credentials)

Security Provider Custom Email Security Provider

Choose OK.
Close the window.
Now reload your search interface.
In the upper-right corner, choose the small  >  (Custom Email Security Provider (Email Credentials)).Lock icon Login

In the new dialog, enter the following credentials:

Field Value

Username testuser1@acme.com

Password [no password needed]

Choose Login.
Validate that no error is displayed in the Login dialog.
Validate that you are now able to find the following secured documents by running the  query in the search interface:@uri

Public document: access granted through the well-known group , which contains the group . ThisALL_USERS *@acme.com
later group contains all users registered in the Acme Repository, expressed in their email address form. This includes testuser1

.@acme.com
Private document #1: access granted through the group , which contains , which itself is mapped to groupA testuser1 test

. This mapping is ensured jointly by the Acme Security Provider V2 and the Custom Email Security Provider.user1@acme.com

Understanding the Components of the Acme Security Provider V2

The Acme Security Provider V2 is composed of the following building blocks:

Class Definition

AcmeSecurityProvider Inherits from . It implements the methodsSecurityProviderBase
most commonly used by a security provider.

AcmeSecurityProviderBladeFactory Implements . This class will be called automaticallyIBladeFactory
by the Security Provider Framework to create an instance of AcmeSe

. This instance of  willcurityProvider AcmeSecurityProvider
live inside what is called a "blade", or in other words a separate
process ( ). Coveo.Cdf.NodeProcess.exe AcmeSecurityProvid

 also defines the parameters which will beerBladeFactory
available on the security provider.

Configuration Validates and stores the parameters associated with the security
provider.

PermissionDefinitions Holds constants related to security permissions.

The  class is really where most of the work is done. It implements the following methods:AcmeSecurityProvider

Method Description

GetCapabilities Defines the methods implemented by this security provider: GetMemb
 and .ers GetMappings

By default, a Search Interface logs you in using your Active Directory account. Since documents are secured using Acme
security permissions, you should instead log in using an Acme account. Proceed to the next steps to learn more on this matter.

https://server:8080
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InitSecurityProvider Creates a container to hold the security provider parameters as well
as a web service client instance when the security provider is
initialized.

ShutdownSecurityProvider Releases the web service client instance when the security provider
is shut down.

GetRequiredSecurityProviders Defines the security provider to which the Acme Security Provider V2
maps its security permissions, i.e. the Email Security Provider.

GetMappings Retrieves the email address of each user permission found on
indexed documents and creates a corresponding user permission
that is mapped to the Email Security Provider. This user will then be
able to log into the Search Interface using the Email Security Provider
and consequently using his email address.

GetMembers Expands the groups found on indexed documents. This returns a list
of members (users and groups). One interesting thing is the way ALL

 is mapped to the Email Security Provider. It actually maps_USERS
this well-known group to the   group which will be further*@acme.com
expanded by the Email Security Provider.

To have an even better understanding of how the sample works, you can:

Read code comments carefully, as they reveal many importants details concerning the inner workings of the security provider.
Insert breakpoints in the different methods of the security provider, attach to the  process using theCoveo.Cdf.NodeProcess.exe
Visual Studio debugger and trace the various methods calls during an expansion of the security cache (you can force this
expansion under  >  >  (System State) > ).CES Administration Tool Status See more Update Cache Now

Understanding the Components of the Email Security Provider

The Email Security Provider is composed of the following building blocks:

Class Definition

EmailSecurityProvider Inherits from . It implements the methodsSecurityProviderBase
most commonly used by a security provider.

EmailSecurityProviderBladeFactory Implements . This class will be called automaticallyIBladeFactory
by the Security Provider Framework to create an instance of AcmeSe

. This instance of  willcurityProvider AcmeSecurityProvider
live inside what is called a "blade", or in other words a separate
process ( ). Coveo.Cdf.NodeProcess.exe AcmeSecurityProvid

 also defines the parameters which will beerBladeFactory
available on the security provider.

The  class is really where most of the work is done. It implements the following methods:EmailSecurityProvider

Method Description

GetCapabilities Defines the methods implemented by this security provider: GetMemb
, ,  and ers GetMappings GetWellKnownGroupsForUser LoginU
.ser

InitSecurityProvider Does nothing.

ShutdownSecurityProvider Does nothing.

LoginUser Validates that the username entered by the user in the search
interface is a valid email address.

ValidateCurrentSession Indicates that the session is always valid, since an email address
never expires.

GetMappings Does nothing. Users who log into the search interface already do so
using their email address (e.g.  ), so there is notestuser1@acme.com
need to map it to any other identity.

GetMembers Does nothing. There is no group to expand in the realm of the Email
Security Provider (except  , which will be expanded by *@acme.com G

 instead).etWellKnownGroupsForUser
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GetWellKnownGroupsForUser Specifies   as the only well-known group associated with*@acme.com
every Acme user who logs into the search interface using his email
address.

To have an even better understanding of how the sample works, you can:

Read code comments carefully, as they reveal many important details concerning the inner workings of the security providers.
Insert breakpoints in the different methods of the security providers, attach to the  processes using theCoveo.Cdf.NodeProcess.exe
Visual Studio debugger and trace the various methods calls during an expansion of the security cache (you can force this
expansion under  >  >  (System State) > ).CES Administration Tool Status See more Update Cache Now
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